Business Intelligence and Data Science Staffing
Our Company Dataspace provides specialized, cost-effective expertise in big data, business
intelligence, data science, predictive analytics and data warehousing for organizations nationwide.
Dataspace brings over 25 years of experience in delivering skilled big data professionals for
industry-leading companies. Unlike generic recruiters, our expert team has specialized knowledge
of big data technologies and how to swiftly identify experienced and competent talent. Our
approach to staffing is both engaged and considered; we ask the right questions to learn about
your goals, your organizational culture and the challenges you face in harnessing the power and
utility of your data assets. Candidates are interviewed by experts with 25+ years of experience in
business intelligence, data science and data management, not by traditional recruiters.

Our clients, some of the largest companies in the US, note a significant
difference in quality between Dataspace contractors and those provided
by general purpose staffing companies.
What we provide
-

Consultants in all BI, Data Science, Data Warehousing and Big Data skill areas
Highly selective screening process ? all candidates are reviewed by experts in data
technologies and data management best practices (our screening yield rate is under 5%)
Competitive pricing ? comparable to other staffing providers and commensurate with the
quality of resources
Rapid onboarding process ? we can have consultants on-site in two weeks or less
Contract-to-hire available
Geographic flexibility ? our resources can work on-site at your facilities, even in remote
locations
Soft skills assessment ? we ensure candidates possess strong written and verbal
communication skills and are able to fit comfortably into your organizational culture
Continuous engagement ? we stay with you throughout the hiring process, from resume
screening to project completion. Rather than just dropping resources at your door, we
remain involved over the lifetime of your project ensuring that your requirements are met

Technology skill areas Dataspace has extensive experience with a wide range of data
management technologies to accommodate nearly any endeavor. We can help with any available
technology including SAS, Microstrategy, Teradata, Hadoop, Tableau, Qlik, Business Objects,
Informatica and more.

Is your current staffing provider letting you down in the data and analytics realm?
Contact Costa Mavroleon for more information at costa.mavroleon@dataspace.com
or 734.761.5962 x 504
206 South Fifth Avenue Suite 400 Ann Arbor, MI 48104

734.761.5962

www.dataspace.com

